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8K TVs, robots, smart home gadgets, wearables, listening, AI and much, much more on the last day of CEATEC 2017 by Dr. Marco Ungirioli • 2017-10-06T12:48:08.278Z Android: Launching Android apps inside Chrome is surprisingly easy. Running the applications is a little more difficult. Fortunately, chrome APK
packager can help you turn your existing Android apps into Chrome-friendly packages. Google recently provided the first batch of Android apps available for Chrome. It was just a question... Read moreSpot the app on your Android phone and you'll see a list of apps you've installed. Select one, tap Generate Chrome
APK, and create a folder for you in your phone's storage location. Copy this to your computer and load it using our guide above and you're ready to launch Android apps in your browser. As usual, there's no guarantee that apps will work as it's a pretty informal solution, but this app simplifies the process of getting
Chrome-ready packages a lot. [APP] Chrome APK Packager-generates Chrome packages from apps installed on your phone | XDA via Android PoliceUpdate: the app was downloaded from the play store, probably because of the Chrome name. - No, no Read moreG / O Media can get commissionCubii Pro Under-Desk
Elliptical A company called SOASTA, which hints at a leader in cloud-based performance and functional testing has some news today about the release of its CloudTest Platform-something that for the first time allows functional automation for continuous touch, gesture-based mobile applications. Multitouch, gestures,
apps and cloud all in one thing - it's a sky-high tech writer. In the news, however, are several of the important trends related to the development of smartphone and tablet technology. SOASTA's technology is based on something called TouchTest, and the idea is to very accurately capture and play all continuous touch
gestures, including panoramic, pinch, zoom, and scroll that you can get to if you own an iDevice or Android phone or tablet. The company argues that previously, when this type of test was tested, it used optical techniques that were not accurate enough to test this generation of mobile applications, and that because its
system lives in the device itself, it can capture more details about the user's subtle finger movements, thereby replacing fragile optical recognition approaches. In addition, there is a cloud system that allows you to use the devices you already own to test end-user experiences from real devices around the world. It is
primarily aimed at the enterprise so that employee devices can be used for crowd testing applications, so there is a console for as well as the actual application testing system. It's very clean, and although apple's very strict user interface requirements mean that it's a rare application with an interface that's terribly
cumbersome to interact with using touch, they definitely occur ... and Android is known for problems such as it is found among the annexes. A test environment like this will definitely allow app designers to refine their interfaces. Moreover, when applications are simple, only to which users numbered in a hundred or
thousands, and not particularly critical (in terms of usage, whether it was a business or for more sensitive situations such as in a medical environment), then the way the interface works was not extremely important. But as the app economy grows, people are relying on apps that increasingly help them communicate, run
their business, interact with customers, diagnose medical conditions and other much more significant uses. In these situations, having an accurate and responsive user interface is vital to support the app's performance or to keep and please a customer and so on. With tablets more and more use in homes, businesses
and education – with 2012 as a likely year – we can expect much more from this app-building app, news to speak. Android devices certainly don't have any support for backup and refundable solutions, but most apps available on the market only support app recovery one by one. For those of you who are practically
obsessed with flashing ROMs, having to delete your apps and restore each one individually can be tiring. Don't be afraid! The easy-to-use computer application enables you to restore APK files in one handy batch. Developed by XDA-Developers Senior Hamsteyr Member, APK Batch Installer Tool significantly reduces
the stress of needing to restore your favorite apps when flashing new ROM. APK Batch Installer Tool is a Windows-based app that makes archiving and restoring Android apps easy. Imagine that you can back up all your favorite apps into one APK and easily restore multiple apps at once. All you need to do is connect
your Android device to your computer using the USB cable and watch as apk batch installer tool does its job. This small app is misleading because it contains more than the ability to back up and restore your apk files. You can even install applications on an SD repository. APK Batch Installer also supports wireless ADB
transfers. If you're afraid that restoring your apps may mean having to customize the app again to your customers, APK Batch Installer also covers you on this front. During the backup process, simply select Backup Data. After you back up apps, you'll be prompted to use a screen to choose which apps to download data
from. Once you want to restore the data, you will also be shown a screen that prompts you to choose which apps to Data. Unfortunately, the data is stored in a format that is not compatible with Titanium Backup or other similar applications. If you're the type of person who can't be bothered by naming your APK files
correctly and simply assigning them random names during download, apk file installer only has the feature for you. Specify a directory with a messy APK name and the batch installer tool will each APK to their own name. This way you won't have to blindly install APK files without knowing what their correct name is. For
best results, make sure you've enabled USB debugging on your device. You'll also need the USB drivers for your device that are needed to install the ADB. Make sure you back up your APK files somewhere in the area. Most importantly, you'll need to root your device to be able to use apk backup up, ADB Wireless Link
and app Data Backup and Restore efficiently. APK Batch Installer has also been packaged with ADB.exe. By giving apk batch installer tool the directory in which you store all your APK files, it will scan this directory and provide you with a list of all your applications so you can conveniently view it and click on the apps you
want to install. If you want the ease and convenience of being able to back up and restore APK files, you can download apk batch installer tool for your PC from the development thread. How many apps have you installed on your Android device? And did you support them? What tools did you use? As smartphones and
laptops move into classrooms around the world, we may be witnessing the beginning of the educational revolution. How technology can unleash children's creativity – and transform the role of the teacher. Courtesy of the App Store You don't have time to fly the whole newspaper, but want to be still in know? You're not
alone. According to the Pew Research Center, more Americans are turning to digital outlets over newspapers, radio and even television for their news. Every day there are more and more apps and services designed to consolidate the latest news into easy-to-eat digital editions. One of the last, facebook's paper app,
gets a lot of buzz. It is a beautiful design and provides the best of your personal Facebook News Feed, as well as news from other categories including headlines, technoloy, pop culture and sports. The release of the paper put me on a mission: to find the best news aggregator for you! What I found is that the best
services offer great content that is personalized and effective according to your needs. Here are a few I'd recommend: High Design: Paper (free app) Except for visually pleasing, the Facebook Paper App is great for exploring stories from your friends and news from around the world on your favorite topics. Currently, the
paper offers content sedated by its editors, so you can get a lot of news from your favorite publishers like Time or The New York Times. Be careful if you already spend too much time on Facebook, it can pull you down the rabbit hole even more! RELATED: The apps you need to keep up with All Olympics A Personalized
Approach: Flipboard (free app) This stunning visual app is (c) giving you control over the content you see. You can determine which sources you want and improve topics that interest you more closely. It is provided in the layout of a magazine, so it feels organized organized You're the editor-in-chief. Smarter detection:
Zite (free app) Zite has an impressive learning algorithm behind it, so the more you use it, the more resist it becomes to your tastes. As you read, you give your stories thumbs up or down, so after a while you'll see more of what you want. You may find yourself so much that you want to read that you won't have time to
get to everything. Try an app like Pocket to save offline reading content later. RELATED: Top organizational apps to get yourself tidy Comedy and to the point: Scym (free daily newsletter) Missed the water cooler chat for the day? Don't worry – the duo behind the skim offer cocktail-worthy themes in easily digestible,
colloquial tones. You'd think you were chatting with your best friend, but you're really getting the latest news from former NBC News producers. One and ready: Yahoo News Digest (free app) If you don't want to take the time to select categories or select sources, Yahoo's News Digest does it for you. There is no
customization, just a straight feed of what they consider the most important stories of the day. Twice a day, you are presented with about 10 news selected by a hybrid algorithm, editorial curator approach. It seems that a new news aggregator appears every day - very soon we will need an aggregator to collect all of
them! TELL US: How to deal with the news? This content is created and supported by a third party and imported on this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may find more information about this and similar content on piano.io piano.io
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